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Wednesday, October 28, 2020
6 p.m. | Jazz Ensembles 2 and 3
7:30 p.m. | Jazz Lab Ensemble 1
SURSA PERFORMANCE HALL
JAZZ ENSEMBLE III
Aron Scott Callard, director

George Gershwin
arr. Bob Mintzer  But Not For Me
arr. Dave Barduhn  I've Got a Crush On You
arr. Gordon Goodwin  I Got Plenty O' Nuttin'

JAZZ ENSEMBLE II
Freddie Mendoza, director

Thad Jones  Tip Toe
Jimmy Van Huesen  The Second Time Around
Sammy Cahn  with Elliot Lambert, trumpet
arr. Billy Byers
John Fedchock  Up and Running

JAZZ LAB ENSEMBLE I
Mark Buselli, director

Stevie Wonder  Don't You Worry 'Bout a Thing
arr. Tony Kadleck
Eduardo Neves  Pagode Jazz Sardinha's Club
R. Lessa
Bill Withers  Use Me
arr. Tony Kadleck
Antonio Carlos Jobim  Look To The Sky
arr. Tony Kadleck
Pat Metheny  The Gathering Sky
Lyle Mays  arr. Bob Curnow

PERSONNEL

JAZZ ENSEMBLE III

SAXOPHONE
Mynor Caceres, alto 1
Alivia Pello, alto 2
Ben Rutledge, alto 2/3
Viktor Paiz, tenor 1
Aiden Sutton, tenor 2
Antonio Saucedo, bari

TRUMPET
Elliot Lambert
Graham Longnaker
Chris Pinto
Ben Fusco
Adam Howard

TROMBONE
Grant Wintenheimer
Sam Seyer
Andrew Huffman
Aiden Cangany

PIANO
Emma Boyd-Ryan

BASS
Zach Haynes

DRUMS
Jack Carthew

JAZZ ENSEMBLE II

SAXOPHONE
Rowan Meyers, alto 1
Matt Carlisle, alto 2
KC King, tenor 1
Noah Smelser, tenor 2
Nicole Bauer, bari

TRUMPET
Nik Stout
Vanderbilt Singleton
Marcus Beckmann
Nate Smith

TROMBONE
Connor Granlund
Victor Luna
Bradley Ziegelmaier
Bryce Wessley

PIANO
Ben Davis

GUITAR
Wolff von Roos

BASS
Trey Campbell

DRUMS
DeRon Jackson

JAZZ LAB ENSEMBLE I

SAXOPHONE
Anthony Echary, alto 1
Vince Malan, alto 2
Diego Balsaca, tenor 1
Noah Smelser, tenor 2
Caleb Dluza, bari

TRUMPET
Jeff Doll
Nate Slagter
Gilmar Cavalcante
Theo Garcia

TROMBONE
Aron Scott Callard
Peter Lehmann
Matt Laczynski
Amanda Frisch

GUITAR
Charles Platz

PIANO
Ben Davis

BASS
Jacob Smith

DRUMS
Anthony Schaff
Sam Green

CONGAS
Joshua Hourigan